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Abstract- Now-a-day’s recommendation systems are very
popular. One of the most popular recommender systems
called collaborative filtering techniques (CF). Music
brings people together; it allows us to experience the same
emotions. Currently musical genre classification is done
manually and requires even the trained human ear
considerable
effort.
Therefore
clustering
songs
automatically and then drawing valuable insights from
those clusters is an interesting problem and can add great
value to music information retrieval systems. Most of the
work in this field has involved extracting the audio
content from audio files. This paper explores technique to
cluster songs based on Audio Attributes such as artist
name, title, year, album types by using K-Means
algorithm. I experiment with different sets of attributes
and genres to cluster the music files and using
collaborative filtering techniques to recommend music to
users.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender system typically provides a user with a list of
recommended items may be interested in, or predict how
much might prefer each item. Recommender systems have
recommended to user interest items and thus similar of that
interest item will recommend, and are applied in a variety of
applications. The most popular recommendation system ones
movies, music, news, books, research articles, search queries,
social tags, and products. However, there are also
recommender systems for experts, jokes, restaurants,
financial services, life insurance, persons (online dating), and
Twitter followers.
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Recommender system consists of three types of filtering
mechanism namely: Collaborative filtering, Content Based
and Hybrid filtering(see figure1).
Collaborative filtering based on collecting and analyzing a
large amount of information on user’s behaviors, activities or
preferences and predicting what users like based on their
similarity to other users. Content based filtering methods are
based on a description of the item and profile of the user’s
preferences. Hybrid is a combining of collaborative and
content based filtering techniques. In these filtering
techniques collaborative filtering method are considered in
our work.
The collaborative filtering algorithms are categorized as:
Memory based Recommendation generalizes from memory
based data at the time
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Figure1: Classification of Recommender System
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of making memory based learning it is also called as lazy
learning. In memory based learning users are categorized into
groups based on their interest. Model based collaborative
filtering is a two stage process for recommendations in the
first stage model is learned offline in the second stage a
recommendation is generated for a new user based on the
learned model. Our project work only considering the Model
Based Recommendation system. Model-based CF algorithms,
such as Bayesian models, clustering models, and model
dependency networks, have been investigated to solve the
shortcomings of memory-based CF algorithms. In which
model based CF algorithms choosing a Clustering models in
our project work.
1) Bayesian Belief network collaborative filtering: Bayesian
Belief network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
2) Clustering collaborative filtering algorithms:
Clustering is a grouping of data or dividing a large data set
into smaller data sets of some similarity. Clustering methods
can be categorized into three types namely:
Partitioning methods, Density-based methods and
Hierarchical methods. A commonly-used partitioning method
is k-means algorithm which has two main advantages such as
relative efficiency and easy implementation. Density-based
clustering methods typically
Search for dense clusters of objects separated by sparse
regions that represent noise.
Partitioning methods: Given a database of n objects, a
Partitioning method constructs K partitions of data, where
each partitions represents a cluster K less than equals to n.
K-Means Algorithm: Where each cluster is represented by the
mean value of objects in the cluster.
K- Medoids Algorithm: Where each cluster is represented by
the objects located near the center of the cluster. In our project
am going to consider the k-means algorithm for large data sets
to cluster the data based on attributes after by using CF
techniques to recommend the items for user interest. K-means
is the simplest and most popular classical clustering method
that is easy to implement. The classical method can only be
used if the data about all the objects is located in the main
memory. The method is called K-means since each of the K in
K-means refers to the number of groups , that we want to put
our objects into .It is also called the centroid method, initially
the randomly selected the k clusters centers and compute the
Euclidean distance of each object in the dataset from each of
the centroid. Our recommender system is avoids overload
multimedia contents in the mobile devices and the user’s
therefore don’t waste appropriate time searching for
multimedia contents that they are/might be interested in.
However introducing Multimedia Recommender Systems by
using K-means clustering algorithm. To recommend what the
user search particular information that only relevant most top
of the data will be recommended to users. In a variety of
applications clustering algorithms have been used. Now a
day’s the volumes of collected data is increasing in all
domains. Because of so much data available, the development
of algorithm is necessary to extract useful information from
the vast stores. Data mining uses many clustering techniques
for finding interesting information from the large data set.
Other applications of clustering are image processing, pattern
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recognition, and classify documents on the web for
information discovery.
II. RELATED WORK
Music classification is an interesting problem with many
applications, from
Pandora to dynamically generating
images that complement the music. However, the music
information retrieval field the challenging task is a music
genre classification. They investigate various machine
learning algorithms, including k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), kmeans, multi-class SVM, and neural networks to classify the
following four genres: classical, jazz, metal, and pop [1]. KMeans clustering is a clustering algorithm that classifies or
groups objects into a specified number of clusters. Initially, k
cluster centers are randomly selected from the given data set
and each data point is assigned to the cluster of the nearest
cluster center. Each cluster center is then recalculated to be
the mean value of its members and all data points are reassigned to the cluster with the closest centroid. This process
is repeated until the distance between consecutive cluster
centers [2].
When a user cannot remember the title of a song, or its
related details, the most direct and convenient method to
search for the song is by humming. This search method is
particularly important when a user does not have access to
operate the audio device. The background of the user often
influences the genres of the songs being searched and use the
information from a user’s search history, as well as the
properties of genres common to users with similar
backgrounds, to estimate the genre the current user may be
interested in based on a probability calculation [3].
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
A. Frame work
Module 1:
The audio file is given as input which can be an mp3, wav,
.csv file format and it’s going to be processed by the system
and given as an input to the feature extractor (see figure2).
Module 2:
Using jAudio feature extraction tool the selective audio
features are extracted. A feature vector comprising all of
these features is extracted for each of the music clip.
Module 3:
K-means clustering algorithm is used for clustering songs
into two clusters-artist name, year. The K-means algorithm is
elaborated below:
3.1 K-means Algorithm:
K-Means clustering is a clustering algorithm that classifies or
groups objects into a specified number of clusters. Initially, k
cluster centers are randomly selected from the given data set
and each data point is calculated minimum distance by
Euclidean distance and assigned to the cluster of the nearest
cluster center. Each cluster center is then recalculated to be
the mean value of its members and all data points are reassigned to the cluster with the closest centroid. This process
is repeated until the distance between consecutive cluster
centers.
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The Algorithm is implemented as follows:
Step1: Initialize the center of the clusters. Here decide
number of cluster k. Then: 1. Initialize the center of the
clusters μi= some value, i=1...k.
Step2: Attribute the closest cluster to each data point.
Step3: Set the position of each cluster to the mean of all data
points belonging to that cluster.
Step4: Repeat steps 2-3 until convergence
Module 4:
The database stores the cluster the songs based on attributes
such as artist name, title, year. Again using collaborative
filtering techniques search the database what user requires
that list of top items will be displayed in GUI screen.
These all modules will be process in see the below figure2.
The main advantages of k-means algorithm are large data set
can be divided into group of cluster so save memory space
according to simple Euclidean distance metric. In large data
set it’s not so easy to search exact information in it so if we
cluster the dataset into number of cluster can easily search
required data using collaborative filtering techniques.
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IV.

To recommend multimedia for the user by using collaborative
filtering techniques and all music folder can be group of
cluster based on k-means algorithm. Decide the number of
cluster k based on attributes of music data set such as artist
name, title,album types,year,duration etc, cluster centers are
stored in database then user will searching a songs based on
cluster centers it will display the list of songs in a GUI
screen.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a music information retrieval sytem
(MIR). Mainly our project is using k-means algorithm and
collaborative filtering techniques. K-means for using cluster
the data for music files and to recommend the
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Figure2:System Architecture
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songs for the user by approaching CF techniques.k-means
algorithms to increase the accuracy and reduce the
computation time. We
Study the similarity measure applied to cluster the artists
based on genre. We had to determine how to represent cluster
centroids and how to update to better centroids each iteration.
To solve this, we chose to represent a centroid as if it were
also a multi-variate Gaussian distribution of an arbitrary song
We conclude that the similarity measure is possible to be
performed not only in music category but also in other
categories, as long as the model based and the data structures
are available to be constructed, thus the similar hierarchy as
in music category can be used as the basis of similarity
measure.
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